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I. INTRODUCTION

The foundation of mathematics is logic. This is a ninth block
in this blockchain written in an effort to explain elements and
logic used in previous blocks.

II. VASA

Vasa was the Swedish battleship constructed in 17th century.
Its designers wanted to build the most beautiful and power-

ful ship never seen before. It was equipped with two full gun
decks and outfitted with much heavier guns making it the most
powerful ship at that time. In line with customs of that time,
Vasa was fitted with numerous sculptures intended to glorify
the authority, wisdom, richness and power of the investor and
a ruler. Unfortunately the ship sank after one kilometer of
sailing during its maiden voyage, killing a part of the crew
and users in the process.

Vasa was built during time when the principles of shipbuild-
ing were poorly understood.

III. UNDERSTANDING BLOCKCHAIN

Bitcoin and ethereum are currently operating using Proof
of work (PoW) consensus. Bitcoin Proof of work is based
on autocorrelation function which uses hash of previously
generated block, blocks from latest transactions, address of
the miner and other data. The autocorrelation function uses
mentioned data to find nonce which start with defined number
of zeros. The first miner who finds the number with required
property announces its solution of the autocorrelation function
to the other miners.

When the new block is accepted by the majority of the min-
ers, the distributed consistency for previous set of transactions
is reached. Using autocorrelation functions helps linking the
new block with previously generated blocks and transactions.
As time passes the solution of the function progresses from the
current solution and moves to new solution which depends on
newly initiated transactions and history of previous solutions.
Current Bitcoin mining algorithm uses large amount of elec-
trical power to find a random number with specific property.
[1]

IV. KNOWLEDGE

Knowledge is a foundation of human society and it is based
on logic and research.

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this paper are those of
the author and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of the
company, legislator, regulator or any other organization. User/Reader should
consult local regulation, legislation and contracts for usage.

Research papers are an important element of society for
several reasons [2]:

• they are the foundation for investment in new technolo-
gies

• they are the foundation of future decision for resource
and time allocation

• they present the latest discoveries in the field of research
• references in the paper present the foundation on which

the research paper is based
• they represent proof of work by researchers for the public

or private funds received
• they represent the history of research and ideas in the

society of the specific time
• they represent the foundations for writing books on which

new generations are taught
• they are the foundation of society knowledge
Writing the document is like generating random byte se-

quence using keystrokes on the keyboard. The generated byte
sequence represent the views of document writer and are a
Proof of Work by the author. Natural language has some
patterns so the byte sequence is not random. Having a few
typos will increase the randomness of the byte sequence.

To generate the random number, we add hash of other
documents to the reference table. Adding hash of the refer-
enced documents, random numbers are added to compensate
for pattern of natural language. The generated document is
digitally signed also adding randomness to the document and
easily verifiable digital signature of the document.

V. OUTLIERS

Arthur C. Clarke once wrote,“Any sufficiently advanced
technology is indistinguishable from magic.“ [5]

Economy is a social science for measuring and influencing
behavior of human participants. Using financial measurement
discloses behavior and psychology of the participants in spe-
cific time.

Ten years anniversary of publishing Bitcoin white paper
have passed and few weeks are missing for ten years of Bitcoin
genesis block.

Bitcoin genesis happened when economic system had an
heart attack. It was a Proof of Concept for the blockchain
technology. It enabled financing the development of hardware
and software for the blockchain startups at much faster pace
than with standard investment procedures.

Bitcoin has been accepted by the public and in digital
economy. The idea and the acceptance of the Bitcoin as a
cryptocurrency has changed the financial landscape and is an



element mentioned by most speeches of central bankers, but
the concept is still observed as magic.

Beside previously mentioned elements, Bitcoin acceptance
has proven that society can accept ideas if there is financial
gain for the participant in process. But it also has proven some
other characteristics of human society. One of it is diminishing
support for logic and technology understanding.

Today Bitcoin uses more electrical power than some coun-
tries and every investor is looking at Bitcoin as an investment
vehicle.

In the seventh block in this blockchain the technical prin-
ciples of blockchain has been simply demonstrated and ex-
plained [4]. The tools for generating this blockchain where
available two decades ago.

VI. WISDOM

Physical characteristics in nature can be described
with 7 basic International System of Units shown
in genesis block [1] in symbol definition table
SHA256:d8ed77652122ff9bb5c4395ce9ffac7189e4303c7c1f33ea1791b15c1155269d. The latest
iteration of SI units was few days ago. [7]

Logic is a basic of mathematics. Every blockchain is
based on cryptography and mathematics. The wisdom behind
blockchain is time. Proof of work is protected by hash which
can be verified in little time and using little energy. Falsifica-
tion of blockchained Proof of Work takes a lot of time and a
lot of energy.

Mathchain introduces extraction and preservation of knowl-
edge, blockchaing idea supply chain starting in idea creation,
following every step like research, production, usage, archiving
and ending as archaeological excavation for historic analysis
by future generations.

The process is similar to Bitcoin generation, but the dif-
ference is that this procedure preserves and enables securing
documents and human knowledge for future generations with
little power consumption and low cost and energy usage for
data storage and securing data. [3]

The mathchain was created with tools which existed two
decades ago with the purpose for improving knowledge in-
dexing and security of the generated research papers and
documents. Its genesis block was generated almost a decade
after the Bitcoin white paper.

The mathchain was designed using some game theory
elements so the reader can participate in the process and action
of the readers will influence the generation of future blocks.
Some logical elements behind mathchain have been revealed
in this and previous written papers, while other elements are
still hidden.

Genesis block of mathchain has included the Bitcoin white
paper, preserving the Bitcoin white paper document for the
future generations.

VII. AI

Artificial Intelligence is a system or device which can
handle any task performed by humans or backed by human
intelligence. [1]

Mathchain principles improve security of research papers,
documentation and legislation using wisdom of blockchain.
It enables distinguishing of documents, papers produced by
humans from papers generated by AI. It is a next step in evo-
lution of preserving documentation, legislation and knowledge
using passive security components.

VIII. REMARKS

George Santayana: “Those Who Do Not Learn History Are
Doomed To Repeat It.“

Blockchain technology is a digital version of Milgram ex-
periment. Bitcoin enables creating coronary angiogram of the
financial network. Mathchain enables creating brain angiogram
of society ideas, values and evolution.

The viability and acceptance by society of preserving
knowledge using mathchain is in the infancy. The author went
into significant length, used logic and available technology to
create measure of social viability and weight of the idea.

The knowledge and wisdom of previous generation has to
be preserved for the new generations, so their effort is re-
membered. The tools for using decentralized online and offline
system for secure knowledge preservation was described. It is
left to the reader of this mathchain to decide what to do with
the information.

Preserving keys is an important task of the gatekeepers.
Losing the last key could lead to losing history and heritage
of our ancestors. We have to remember
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